OPEN, CASE OR CUSTOM MOUNTING H. H. SCOTT COMPONENTS

Due to changes in the required mounting hardware on the various units, the hardware shown on the Mounting Template may be incorrect for your particular set. Be sure to check your set against the pictures on this sheet before ordering hardware.

Open Mounting (No Case) for units such as:


(2) If the amplifier or tuner does not come with the rubber feet already attached, use the Z-P-1, Z-P-5 or Z-P-9 hardware (whichever is supplied). Put the 5/8" sheet metal screws through the feet and screw into the four corners of the set. If the holes have screws already in them, remove the short 1/4" screws and install the 5/8" screws and feet.

Case Mounting the Above Units (Wood & Metal):

(3) Remove the rubber feet if they are attached to the set. Support the case on its rear edge between two books. Slide the component into the case by holding the back of the component with your left hand and the front with your right. While inserting the instrument, be very careful not to dislodge any tubes. Position the unit so that the four holes in the bottom line up with the four holes in the case. The component is always inserted in the opening away from the grille.

(4) Using the Z-P-10, 12 or 13 hardware which is supplied with the case, install the longer 1" sheet metal screws in the feet in place of the 5/8" screws. Start the screws into the holes (See Note) DO NOT TIGHTEN. Correctly position the unit in the case and install the rubber spacers between the unit and the case near the screws, where needed, to hold the set in position. Tighten the feet and screws so that they are SNUG, do not overtighten.

NOTE: Units having spacers with a hole in the middle should be installed between the unit and the case before the screws are started into the holes in the set.

SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR MOUNTING DETAILS

Custom Mounting the Above Units:

(5) Remove the rubber feet. If the chassis has a hole near each side through both the top and bottom plates, use the Z-P-5 hardware and mount as shown on the Custom Mounting Diagram.

(6) Remove the rubber feet. If the bottom cover has a hole near each edge, with an internally-mounted threaded fastener, use the Z-P-9 or Z-P-15 hardware (whichever is supplied or required) and mount as shown on the Custom Mounting Diagram.

(7) Remove the rubber feet. If the bottom cover has a square hole punched out near each edge, use the Z-P-16 or Z-P-17 hardware (whichever is supplied or required) and mount as shown on the Custom Mounting Diagram.

Wooden Case Mounting for the:
296, 208, 340, 355, 4310, 4100, etc.

(8) If the bottom cover has a hole near each edge, install as described in Paragraphs 3 & 6.

(9) If the bottom cover has a square hole punched out near each edge, install as described in Paragraphs 3 & 7.

Metal Case Mounting the Above Units:

(10) Mount the unit as described in Paragraphs 3 & 4.

Custom Mounting the Above Units:

(11) Mount as described in Paragraphs 6 or 7.

For more information or replacement of misplaced hardware, contact:

H. H. SCOTT, INC.
111 Powder Mill Road
Maynard, Massachusetts

(D - 3A) (SEE OVER ALSO)